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Welcome to our ebook. It will help your business develop a digital-first customer experience strategy  

as a efficient and measurable operation. This ebook aims to address a range of topics suitable for  

CXOs first learning about an emerging field or skilled customer service practitioners alike, mixing 

high-level strategy and market conditions with templates and tactics necessary to scale any operation.
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For the last decade — as long as we have been producing Definitive Guides — customers’ expectations have increased 

significantly. Customers now crave personalized simplicity. That’s not to say that the fundamentals of delivering good 

customer experiences have changed radically in the last 10 years. Customers still have little patience for waiting on hold. 

Customers still want their experience to be low effort. Customers still want to engage on the channels of their choice.  

But two major market shifts have occurred in how customers and brands communicate. 

Customer experience is now viewed as a true  

competitive differentiator: Gone are the days when 

brands could just rely on a customer’s loyalty. With 

heavily saturated markets — competing more and 

more on experience — brands have woken up to its 

importance in customer retention and acquisition.

The channels customers are reaching out on have 

gone digital: Even before a global pandemic hit,  

our lives were going digital. Customer conversations 

are now happening on digital channels, powered by 

the platforms that enable them and a younger more  

digital-savvy consumer base. 

Although these shifts were well underway before a global pandemic forced changes to our consumer habits, it has only 

accelerated the digitalization of our everyday lives. 

The Necessity that Became a Preference 
2020 resulted in enterprise brands facing a digital reckoning. “Digital transformation” initiatives — that could  

last anywhere from six months to six years — were suddenly time sensitive. As brands scrambled to figure out how  

to operate efficiently in this new digital world they also had to rapidly adapt to changing consumer habits.

In fact, Google’s European President, Matt Brittin, believes the pandemic has sparked a leap forward of  

five years in our use of digital technology, and brands will have to follow as they adapt their approach to customer  

experience management.

This digital reckoning has only continued and shows  
no sign of slowing in 2022. Even with the world  
returning to some form of pre-pandemic normality,  
future “digital transformation”projects have been  
propelled into the present 
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What started as a necessity — engaging with brands over digital channels — has now become a preference.  

If we look at two industries, analyzing our own data, we see that customers have moved to digital channels and 

remained there. 

Conversational Intent Data: How Customer Habits Have Shifted

The Retail Industry
The graph shows all conversations with Verint’s retail partners over a two-year period. Analyzing the trends tells one key  

finding: Conversational volume around the three biggest intents (orders, deliveries and refunds) is now three times higher  

than two years ago — way before Covid-19 was a global event.

November January ‘20 March May July September November January ‘21 March May July September

Change/Cancel Item or Order 

NA

Store Information

Damaged Order

Order

Delays

Refund/Warranty/Exchange

Delivery

Returns

Gift Card

Stock
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Change Flight Covid-19 Flight Booking N/A

Luggage Meal Options Miles, Points, Club or Rewards Flight Status

Seat Assignment Seat Change Request Flight Cancellations Refund, Credit and Voucher

The Airline Industry

The graph shows all conversations with Verint’s airline partners over a two-year period. If we focus in on our flight  

rebooking intent (turquoise line) it lays out the effect that Covid-19 has had in accelerating the shift towards digital  

solutions. Our airline partners have seen an increase of 300 percent in monthly conversations around flight bookings,  

at a time when global passenger numbers are still around their 2019 levels.  

October November December January February March April May June July August September
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Digital-First Engagement

Private messaging and social media channels allow brands to have meaningful conversations with their customers  

on the platforms they already use to communicate with friends and family. 

Digital channels offer consumers a truly conversational experience:

• Asynchronous: Consumers can switch between real-time, and non real-time conversations, depending on the  

priority and severity of the case.

• Persistent: Customers can leave and continue the conversation later at their convenience, returning to the same 

conversation thread.

• Identifiable: Brands can easily link the incoming inquiry to a customer record and maintain that connection each 

time the customer reaches out.

• Device Agnostic: Consumers can move between devices seamlessly (i.e. a conversation can start on desktop and 

end on mobile with ease).

These experience characteristics have led customers to move to digital. However, for the majority, brands have been 

ill-equipped to meet these rising customer expectations for digital-first engagement. As such, a gap between customers’ 

expectations and brands capacity to meet these expectations has occurred.

Private Messaging Social Media

Digital Channels
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The Engagement Capacity Gap

There is a chasm between what organizations know they need to do in order to manage customer engagement, and the  

resources they have to do it.

Due to the rise in customer expectations and digital interactions, brands that already lacked resources now face an even bigger 

capacity gap between lack of resources and rising customer expectations. Welcome to the Engagement Capacity Gap™.

Increasing Interactions  
and Elevating Expectations

Budget & Resources

Time
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Driving Conversational Customer Experiences

9   

Status Quo

– Transactional, session-based focus

– Disconnected, fragmented experiences

– Brand dictates flow

– Pre-determined pathways

– Disparate, device-dependent conversations

– Undifferentiated, frustrating slog

As consumers have gone digital, brands have struggled to maintain meaningful customer relationships. 2022 needs to be 

the year of true digital transformation with a purpose. 

In 2022, the biggest winners and losers will be determined by those brands that can successfully build meaningful  

1:1 relationships with customers on their preferred communication channels. But delivering customer experiences over 

digital channels can be hard to do right, and brands that get it wrong can undermine the brand/customer relationship. 

Success will require a different approach that embraces the unique nature of digital-first engagement.

The strategic imperative is to shift from the status quo to a conversational customer experience:

Conversational Customer Experience

–  Sustained relationship focus

–  Unified experience — commerce through care

–  Customer drives flow

–  Dynamically created experiences

–  Continuous, device-agnostic conversations

–  Differentiated, friction-free delight
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Chapter Two: 
The State of Modern 
Customer Experience
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Digital Customer Experience Trends

Customers Have Made the Move to Digital Channels 

Key Finding: Customers want to communicate with brands over the  
same familiar channels they use to talk with their family and friends.

69 percent of consumers have used a digital channel to engage with a brand, and 81 percent of customers now expect 

brands to engage with them over digital channels. An overwhelming 98 percent of respondents say a good customer  

experience over digital channels is important to their brand loyalty. And 88 percent of those surveyed are more likely to be 

repeat customers of brands who deliver a great customer experience over digital channels.

Conversational AI Continues to Play an  
Increasingly Important Role in CX Delivery

Key Finding: Conversational AI drives success among high performing  
teams — but there is still some consumer mistrust.

We’re starting to see brands figure out how to use bots and AI in a way that adds real value for customers. When asked if  

they believe bots have the potential to provide a better customer experience — 45 percent said yes, and 55 percent said  

no (probably down to 54 percent having had a bad bot experience). Fundamentally though, 69 percent of consumers  

said they would happily use a bot if it improved their customer experience.

Brands Can Still Generate Brand Loyalty Through CX 

Key Finding: Great customer experiences drive brand loyalty among customers, 
but driving unique customer experiences is where the challenge lies.

28 percent of customers stated a great customer experience was the key characteristic to their brand loyalty, ranking  

higher than pricing (24 percent) and product and service (23 percent). As markets get more crowded and competition  

more fierce, one thing remains constant: customer retention through loyalty is the key driver of business success.

The data below is from Verint’s State of CX Trends 2021 report. It was gathered by polling over 2,000 consumers of  

all age groups, genders, and income brackets from the United States and the EU to provide as rich a data set as possible. 

Additionally, for this State of CX report, we asked over 100 of your corporate peers their strategic CX priorities for 2021. 

https://www.verint.com/resources/the-state-of-cx-trends-report-2021/
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Delivering Good Customer Experiences  
Is Good for Business 

Key Finding: As markets get more and more competitive, digital engagement 
can be a key differentiator.

An overwhelming 68 percent of consumers say a good customer experience over digital channels is very important  

to their brand loyalty. While 88 percent of those surveyed are more likely to be repeat customers of brands who deliver  

a great digital customer experience, and 70 percent have stopped doing business with a brand altogether due to a  

poor customer experience.

This digital reckoning has only continued  
and shows no sign of slowing down
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A theme running throughout this year’s guide is the digital reckoning, which has been accelerated over the past 24 months. 

It’s clear from our platform data alone that this shift in consumer behavior is manifesting in the adoption of channels to  

communicate with brands — “the necessity that became a preference.”

Although it might seem worrying that volume on traditional engagement channels is being eaten into by digital, it’s actually 

to your brand’s advantage to move to a digital-first engagement strategy. 

Firstly, private messaging channels enable brands to have actual conversations, moving away from a one-way megaphone  

to two-way interactions. 

B2C Marketing Emails 
22.02% Avg Open Rate

Email  
typical customer journey

Private Messaging Channels  
typical customer journey

Email Engagement 
2.13% Avg Click-Through Rate

Post Click Conversion 
2.86% 

Post-purchase Re-Engagement 
6.4% – 10.4% Click-Through Rate

Proactive Notification 
75% Avg Open Rate

Message Engagement 
43.15% Avg Click-Through Rate

Post Click Conversion 
22.27%

Post-Purchase Re-Engagement 
13% Click-Through Rate

Secondly, we are also looking at a potentially “cookie-less” future — with Google and Apple putting measures in place that 

protect the users. Apple’s recent iOS updates include the App Tracking Transparency (ATT) feature, meaning users can  

opt-out of apps tracking their activity. Google is following suit, introducing a Privacy Dashboard for its Android mobile OS 

and phasing out third-party cookies that track user data.

Thirdly, digital channels are capable of keeping the whole customer journey in the same asynchronous conversation.  

Brands can build a better picture of their customers using this data than one-way mass marketing ever can.

Each messaging channel has its own features, demographic and geographical popularity that make them ideal for different 

brands to engage their customers. It’s not a case of needing to be on all of them or just one, it’s about integrating the right 

ones into your CX strategy to best serve your customers.

With a wealth of messaging channels available, how do you know which is right for your brand?

https://www.getresponse.com/resources/reports/email-marketing-benchmarks
https://www.getresponse.com/resources/reports/email-marketing-benchmarks
https://www.barilliance.com/email-marketing-statistics/
https://www.invespcro.com/blog/the-average-website-conversion-rate-by-industry/
https://www.zembula.com/blog/the-stats-you-need-to-know-about-post-purchase-emails/
https://www.voicesage.com/white-papers/customer-engagement-statistics-rich-media-messaging-vs-email/
https://9to5mac.com/2020/01/28/apple-hits-1-5-billion-active-devices-with-80-of-recent-iphones-and-ipads-running-ios-13/
https://www.voicesage.com/white-papers/customer-engagement-statistics-rich-media-messaging-vs-email/
https://www.moengage.com/learn/push-notifications-ctr-success-rate-and-metrics/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/08/25/ecommerce-during-coronavirus-pandemic-in-charts/
https://www.moengage.com/learn/push-notification-statistics/
https://developer.apple.com/app-store/user-privacy-and-data-use/
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/a-more-privacy-first-web/
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Private Messaging and Social Media  
Digital-First Engagement Channels 

Channel 
Capabilities

WhatsApp
Business

Facebook
Messenger

Google’s
Business
Messages

Instagram
Messages

Apple
Business
Chat

Twitter  
DM SMS

Asynchronous,
real-time
conversations

• • • • • • •

Built for
automation

• • • • • • •

Verified business 
accounts

• – – • • • –

End-to-end
encryption • – – – • – –

Secure payments – – – – • – –

Works across
any device

• • • • – • •

Website plugin to
replace live chat

– • – – – – –

Augmented
reality (AR)

– – – – • – –

Persistent
conversation
history

• • • • • • –

Verint Messaging channel-specific features

Switchboard™

(bot to human handover)
• • • • • • •

CSAT/NPS  
surveys • • – • • • –

Account
verification

• • • • • – –

Proactive
notifications

• • • • • – •

Public-to-private
message threading

– • – • –
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Facebook and Facebook Messenger 
Facebook is still a huge tool for brands’ digital engagement strategies (94 percent of businesses are active  

on the platform). With 1.91 billion daily active users, it’s not hard to see why. If Facebook is the public face  

of these brands, Messenger provides the private element for 40 million businesses who exchange 20 billion 
messages with customers every month. Together, both platforms provide end-to-end digital engagement  

across the customer life cycle.

Key Features for Digital-First Engagement

Seamless: Rather than consumers being tied to 

a website while an issue or question is resolved, 

they can interact with your business from any 

device at any time and still have the same  

personalized, effort experience that Facebook 

and Messenger offers.

Proactive: Facebook’s Message Tags feature 

enables businesses to send bespoke relevant 

updates to customers outside of the standard 

24-hour response window — including things 

like post-purchase updates, event reminders and 

account updates.

Commerce Enabled: Facebook has a host of 

sales and marketing capabilities. The most  

notable is Facebook Shops, a mobile-first  

shopping experience that allows businesses  

to easily create an online store on Facebook — 

and then use it across the entire Facebook family 

of apps.

Accessible: Facebook Messenger’s plugin  

allows brands to replace live chat on their  

website with Messenger and all of its  

functionality. Thanks to Guest Mode, anyone  

can use it — you don’t even have to have a 

Facebook account anymore. Customers can now 

message a brand, regardless of whether they’re 

logged in or even registered on Facebook. 

1

2

3

4

https://buffer.com/resources/facebook-marketing-2019/
https://www.businessofapps.com/data/facebook-statistics/
https://messengernews.fb.com/2019/04/30/messenger-at-f8-2019-over-20b-messages-exchanged-between-people-and-businesses-every-month/
https://messengernews.fb.com/2019/04/30/messenger-at-f8-2019-over-20b-messages-exchanged-between-people-and-businesses-every-month/
https://www.verint.com/engagement-channels/private-messaging-channels/facebook-messenger/
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Instagram Messages 
What began as a mobile check-in app is now part of the Meta family and has over 1 billion monthly active users.  

If you’re looking to showcase products, especially to 18-34 year olds who make up more than 60 percent of that  
audience, it’s the perfect platform. 90 percent of people on Instagram follow a business, and Facebook recently 

found that 2/3 of people use Instagram because it enables them to interact with brands. Instagram Messages  

makes sliding into a customer’s DMs (as long as you have permission) scalable and offers the chance for personalized 

brand/consumer interactions.

Key Features for Digital-First Engagement

Proactive Engagement: Brands can respond to 

tags, mentions, or reactions to stories directly 

through Instagram Messages. It gives easy access 

to engaged customers, with quick responses 

building more personalized relationships and 

stronger bonds whether reacting to positive  

or negative engagement.

Quick Replies: Quick Replies present the  

customer with a set of buttons in-conversation 

for them to reply with — improving the customer 

experience and issue resolution.

Instagram Ice Breakers: Ice Breakers that  

appear when a customer interacts with your 

brand via Direct Message (DM) present to the 

customer a brand defined menu of frequently 

asked questions. This allows for quicker issue 

routing based inbound query, meaning agents 

spend less time handling issues and more time 

solving them.

Sales and Marketing Enabled: Instagram  

is packed with a host of sales and  

marketing capabilities. The most notable is  

Instagram Shopping, a mobile-first shopping 

experience that allows businesses to easily  

create customizable storefronts on Instagram.

1

2

3

4

https://www.statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-age-group/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-age-group/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-age-group/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/#Instagram_business_statistics
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/see-how-to-connect-with-new-audiences-and-drive-results-on-instagram
https://business.instagram.com/shopping
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WhatsApp Business 
Nearly ubiquitous among smartphone users, WhatsApp is the world’s most popular native-messaging app  

and the market leader in all but 25 of the world’s countries. Its two billion users across 180 countries send  

100 billion users per day. There’s no wonder that more than five million businesses are engaging customers  

on the plat form, facilitating conversations with the world’s largest — and chattiest — customer base. 

Key Features for Digital-First Engagement

Secure and Trustworthy: Companies need to 

pass a rigorous vetting process before being able 

to create their own branded profile, so customers 

can be sure that business accounts are verified 

when starting a conversation. Messages on the 

platform are also protected by end-to-end SSL 

encryption, so interactions and transactions are 

private and secure.

Built for Automation: Alongside features like 

Quick Replies, allowing for efficient responses 

to common questions, relevant messages like 

account updates, flight status, or appointment 

reminders can all be sent based on a customer’s 

personal criteria. It means no important message 

will ever be lost in a cluttered email inbox

Conversational: Not every interaction needs  

to begin digitally — QR codes on receipts, 

invoices, flyers, or packaging can be the gateway 

to a digital conversion. Customers can start a 

chat simply by scanning an image, making it easy 

for businesses to provide no contact services in 

our new digital-first world.

Proactive: Send customers notifications about 

issues before they even know there is one. 

WhatsApp Business can connect with your 

back-end system so contact center teams aren’t 

reactively fire-fighting when problems arise.

1

2

3

4

https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/29/whatsapp-is-now-delivering-roughly-100-billion-messages-a-day/
https://www.whatsapp.com/business/
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Apple Business Chat 
Since its launch in 2007, the iPhone has revolutionized the way we connect. The iPhone essentially started the 

mobile-first culture that’s driving modern digital customer engagement today. 

Boasting 1.5 billion active devices worldwide, iOS leads the way for mobile devices in countries like Japan,  

Australia and especially the US. Amazingly, 100 percent of Fortune 500 companies are using Apple products. 

That’s less market penetration, more market dominance.

Key Features for Digital-First Engagement

Accessible: The Chat Suggest tool promotes 

messaging while reducing costly inbound calls. 

Any business registered with Apple Business 

Chat can present the option to begin a  

conversation in private messaging alongside  

the “click-to-call” button, allowing for  

continuous and asynchronous conversations 

across the life cycle.  

Built for Automation: The experience for  

customers is as smooth as messaging a friend, 

but at scale. Businesses can use bots on Apple 

Business Chat to handle simple requests like 

tracking a package, freeing up customer support 

reps to handle more complicated inquiries.

Marketing and Sales Capabilities: Your  

customers can make purchases in-chat by  

choosing options from a list picker, and  

thanks to Apple’s AR capabilities, they can  

even try products out first — without ever  

leaving their homes.

Safe and Secure: Brands can keep customers  

in channel by making it easy to verify them 

through Apple Automations, and a seamless  

integration with Apple Wallet allows customers  

to pay for products and services, manage  

boarding cards, tickets, and other passes all  

within Apple Business Chat.

1

2

3

4

https://www.theverge.com/2021/1/27/22253162/iphone-users-total-number-billion-apple-tim-cook-q1-2021
https://appleinsider.com/articles/19/11/12/100-of-fortune-500-companies-are-using-apple-products
https://www.verint.com/engagement-channels/private-messaging-channels/apple-messages-for-business/
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Google’s Business Messages (GBM) 
By dominating the search engine and browser markets, Google provides brands with 8.5 billion daily  
opportunities to engage with customers over GBM (that’s how many searches happen on Google every day).

When customers need help, or prospects have a question, what do they do? “Google it.” GBM enables brands  

to direct consumers to a digital conversation when they are at their highest level of intent — searching for a  

brand or solution at the start of their journey. Android (Google’s mobile OS) accounts for nearly 75 percent of 
global smart phone users, and there’s comprehensive messaging available across their devices via Google Search,  

Google Maps and brand websites.

Key Features for Digital-First Engagement

Discoverable: GBM seamlessly integrates into 

your customer’s existing routines. Billions of  

people use Google’s web search and Maps — 

GBM allows your brand to turn these queries  

into digital engagement by offering the option  

of starting a messaging conversation. 

Conversational: Google’s Business Messages  

is asynchronous, meaning customers aren’t  

tied to a session (like live chat) to complete a 

conversation. GBM is also full of engaging  

rich-chat tools like carousels, photos, and “chips” 

(multi-option conversation starters, replies, and 

actions) that drive business efficiency and make 

customer conversations effortless.

Built for Automation: With native Google  

My Business features like wait times and  

automated responses to FAQs, GBM empowers 

brands to provide faster, more efficient  

digital experiences.

Sales and Marketing Enabled: Google is  

innovating to help brands and users connect 

through GBM and their ad platform. Currently  

in beta testing, they’re building a messaging- 

ads service that will create multiple GBM entry 

points, from acquisition and commerce to  

building relationships and customer service. 

1

2

3

4

https://www.oberlo.co.uk/blog/google-search-statistics#:~:text=Google%20processes%20over%203.5%20billion,queries%20every%20second%20on%20average
https://www.oberlo.co.uk/blog/google-search-statistics#:~:text=Google%20processes%20over%203.5%20billion,queries%20every%20second%20on%20average
https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide
https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide
https://developers.google.com/business-communications/business-messages
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SMS 
Even with the rise of more advanced digital channels, SMS is still a powerful tool in a CX strategy. Not only is it 

possible to reach every person with a mobile phone, not just a smartphone, but it’s operating system agnostic  

and an “opt-out” channel.

Proactive notifications aren’t subject to the same restrictions as other communication channels, and using a  

partner like Verint opens up the possibility of two-way conversations, supported by bots, human agents, and  

tools like Agent Workspace and Notify to provide a full conversational experience on mobile’s most enduring 

digital channel.

Key Features for Digital-First Engagement

A Digital Gateway: Using IVR deflection, SMS 

can seamlessly divert customers from phone 

calls to private messaging channels with a simple 

text containing a URL linking to your platform of 

choice for richer, more engaging conversations

Universal: There are five billion SMS users  

worldwide, and you can reach 100% of your  

mobile customers 100 percent of the time  

with SMS. Modern private-messaging vendors 

also allow for actual two-way interactions  

versus just pushing one-way broadcasts out, 

adding an extra dimension to SMS as a digital 

engagement channel.

Proactive: Unlike other private messaging  

platforms, SMS isn’t an “opt-in” channel. 

The low barrier to entry means it’s incredibly 

straightforward to notify your customers.  

Rather than spammy mass-marketing, use 

the customer’s preferences, order history,  

and intent data to send relevant and timely  

updates that increase conversions and CLV.

1

2

3
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Twitter and Twitter Direct Message 
With 206 million daily active users, Twitter is a place that people use as a quickly accessible channel for  

communication with brands. 64 percent of customers on the platform say they’d rather message a dedicated 

support handle than call the contact center. 

Although customer habits have matured — changing from public social brand bashing to private messaging  

resolutions — it is imperative that brands continue to manage customer conversations over public channels.  

You’re only one bad tweet from a very public PR crisis if not. 

Key Features for Digital-First Engagement

Built for Automation: Brands can scale  

their service operations through automation. 

Automated welcome messages combined with 

self-service flows can resolve issues in-channel 

using automation for common queries, relieving 

the pressure on contact center agents. 

Support Indicators: Twitter’s support 

indicators give brands the ability to add a  

“provides support” label and define specific  

support hours on their profiles. This allows 

brands to highlight specific times support is  

available, helping to manage customer  

expectations and maintain SLAs. It also  

eliminates the need to have two separate  

accounts, one for support and one for marketing.

Easy to Find Messaging: Twitter profiles  

make it easy to take a conversation private.  

Business profiles have two entry points into  

Twitter Direct Messages — either via the button 

on a brand’s profile or the DM prompt feature 

which takes public conversations private. These 

clear calls to action will result in the customer 

entering a private conversation where brands  

can work to resolve the issue in private.

Digital-first Metrics: Twitter automated  

surveys enable a full suite of reporting tools  

to gauge CSAT and NPS while also reporting 

qualitative and quantitative insights like  

satisfaction or sentiment. This means you  

can measure the efficacy of your CX over  

private messaging channels.

1

2

3

4

https://www.statista.com/statistics/242606/number-of-active-twitter-users-in-selected-countries/#:~:text=Global%20Twitter%20usage,monetizable%20daily%20active%20users%20worldwide
https://business.twitter.com/en/blog/win-over-customers-with-twitter-customer-care.html
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Delivering Conversational AI  
on Digital-First Channels
Two external market factors have impacted customer engagement management within the last 24 months.

1 Rising conversation volume across all customer touchpoints.

2 The labor market contracting (The Great Resignation).

But with new trends come new opportunities. A fully fledged conversational AI strategy will harness these opportunities. 

Integrating Conversational AI into Your CX Strategy 

Make Bots Specific
The key to great conversational AI is to provide value and save people time. Don’t try to create a variety of 

automated flows for every possible customer query. Understand the most popular intents and make them the  

experiences to build automation use cases for.

Keep the Human Touch 
A bot is an extension of your brand. It may be automated, but it’s still one of your team members that’s  

having conversations with customers. Humans differ from bots because we have emotional intelligence, but it 

doesn’t mean your bot can’t have the same feeling as the brand it represents. You should work in union with  

a conversational designer to make sure your bot uses language that represents your brand’s tone of voice. 

Resign “I’m Sorry, I Don’t Understand” to the Past
The most annoying conversations are ones that go round in circles with no resolution — make sure your bots 

don’t fall into this trap. Design conversational experiences to always be moving forward. So ensure your bot has 

access to all relevant information — customer numbers, past orders, contact details – to inform the interaction 

and avoid making consumers repeat themselves. There’s always the option to hand-off to an agent if needed.

Iterate and Use Errors as Your Intelligence  
Good automation never stands still; it is always learning. Analyze what your customers are saying, look at  

where they’re dropping out of conversation flows or when they’re asking to transfer to an agent, and utilize  

that data to update and streamline the conversation to meet the customer’s needs and constantly improve  

the conversational experience. 

Conversational AI means human connections  
delivered with machine momentum  
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Chapter Three: 
Operationalizing  
a Digital-First  
Engagement Strategy
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Laying the Foundations for Success  
Within the Contact Center
Customer service agents are your most public-facing workers and need to adopt a number of personas to  

help manage the company’s reputation — problem solver, brand ambassador, concierge, and sometimes even  

agony aunt. In short, they need a diverse range of skills to take ownership of managing your brand’s reputation.

In 2022 and beyond, the contact center is perhaps the place where the Engagement Capacity Gap will have the 

largest impact. The perfect storm of a rapidly changing workforce, rising customer expectations and not enough 

resources to meet either of these factors creates a situation that worries 94 percent of business leaders. 

Despite these worries, the gap isn’t some uncrossable chasm that will leave brands ill-prepared and unable to  

meet consumers’ expectations, you just need the right tools for bridging the gap. Building the right team and  

supplementing them with conversational AI is vital to providing good customer service and creating experiences  

that fosters more loyal customers. 

Digital-First Engagement  
for Customer Service

The Key Traits of A Perfect Digital Customer Service Agent
Exceptional customer experiences are built with a perfect blend of human agents and purpose — built service bots 

to cover the needs of the modern consumer.

1  Empathy: Possibly the most important trait of the modern customer service agent. With the rising prevalence of 

bots, fewer human-to-human conversations actually happen, so when someone does get through to an agent an  

authentic experience is very important. Agents should be able to engage with customer issues on an emotional 

level, treating each interaction with genuine warmth and care.

2  Decisiveness: Efficiency is the contact center’s biggest driver, so agents need to be sharp and decisive.  

Who’s the best person to handle a particular query? Does it require escalation? Is there a suitable resource  

that answers this customer’s question? Swift action needs to be taken during customer support interactions,  

particularly as consumers now expect a response on their own time.

3  Honesty: Customers can tell if they’re being misled. Very little good can come from concealing the truth,  

even if the truth hurts. If a customer has a complaint, your agent must provide honest, earnest support. Things  

go wrong — that’s a fact of life. It’s how you respond as a brand that can take a bad situation and turn it into  

a positive one.

4  Resilience: Chances are if someone has reached out to your customer service team, there’s a grievance  

to discuss. What’s important is how the agent responds. Even if the complaint is unreasonable or the  

conversation takes a hostile turn, agents need to remain calm and provide productive responses building  

to a positive outcome. A good indicator of an outstanding agent is the ability to roll with the punches and  

still come out smiling.

https://www.verint.com/engagement/your-challenges/boundless-customer-engagement/
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Contact Center Hiring Tips

1  Set a writing test: Give your prospective agents some sample queries to reply to, adding specific conditions  

such as a time limit and word count. This way, you’ll be able to evaluate the quality of their responses and assess 

their spelling, grammar, and suitability of their responses. 

2  Ask their opinions: Ensure during face-to-face interviews that you explore the candidate’s views on customer  

service scenarios. Find someone who can show empathy and place themselves in the customers’ shoes  

consistently. Make sure you get multiple examples. 

3  Assess their interpersonal skills: These are essential for a customer service agent. When our clients are recruiting, 

they look for empathy, self-awareness, calmness under pressure, a can-do attitude, a proactive approach, and the 

ability to multi-task.

4  Ensure they can keep their cool: Agents managing digital engagement need to stay calm during a crisis.  

Ask questions in their interview about how the candidate has coped with an irate customer, what negotiation  

techniques they’ve learned, or examples of how they’ve managed to turn around a negative customer experience. 
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Bridging the Engagement Capacity Gap  
with Conversational Marketing

Three automation flows for brands to build.

WISMO (where is my order)

WISMO is one of the most common intents for retail and eCommerce brands. In fact 63 percent of WISMO  
queries are made before shipping, so it’s less WISMO and more WWYS (when will you ship?). As long as your  

CSP is plugged into your backend systems, there’s no need for this query to ever reach an agent, providing  

there’s no issue with the delivery. If a customer opts-in to push notifications at the point of purchase over a private  

messaging channel, these questions can be addressed before they’re even asked.

How it works

1 The customer makes a purchase and is offered the chance to track it via messaging channels. 

2  Brands keep the customer in the loop at every stage of delivery with automated updates or by building a bot flow  

to handle the incoming queries.

3 Customers continue to receive personalized re-engagement messages about products or offers post-purchase.

Why it works

Existing customers are 70 percent more likely to make repeat purchases. It’s also six times more cost effective  

to retain a customer. And with 80 percent of customers wanting brands to communicate with them directly after a sale, 

it’s up to brands to make this highly engaged period count and extend CLV after each purchase.

Private messaging channels have 25 times better open rates than email. If you aren’t using social messaging,  

your notifications are going to be seen by fewer customers. Mobile notifications have a 75 percent average open rate 

versus one – three percent for marketing emails, so if you’re trying to promote products in the future or gather  

CSAT or NPS responses, then social messaging offers a much higher chance of engagement.

No matter how amazing your customer agent team is, they can’t do everything on their own. As the gap between  

resources and consumer demands widens, bots and AI can fill it. Increasing volume is the human agent’s worst enemy: 

it means they’re spread too thinly, providing substandard support to a growing number of frustrated customers  —  

and this is before we consider the issues facing brands when recruiting the right candidates for their contact center. 

Introducing automation to the process can provide the ideal mix of human empathy and scalability. 

Every contact center deals with issues that are unique to their particular industry, but it doesn’t mean the service  

issues themselves are unique. You’d expect 80 – 90 percent of them to fall into the same category and if you can  

analyze the most common intents, chances are they can be automated. Imagine only having 10 – 20 percent of  

your daily customer queries needing to be handled by agents, and the rest contained entirely in bot interactions. 

Empowering agents with bots not only reduces friction and frustration across your customer base, but also in the  

contact center among your agents. 

Empowering Agents  
with Conversational AI

https://www.letslinc.com/cx-automation-wismo-order-tracking-vs-package-tracking/
https://www.letslinc.com/cx-automation-wismo-order-tracking-vs-package-tracking/
https://www.nexcess.net/woocommerce-resource/getting-your-post-purchase-customer-engagement-right/
https://www.octaneai.com/blog/post-purchasing-marketing#:~:text=The%20definition%20of%20post%2Dpurchase,they%27ve%20made%20a%20purchase.&text=In%20fact%2C%2080%25%20of%20consumers,desire%20to%20make%20another%20purchase
https://reckless.agency/insight/email-vs-push-notifications-vs-in-app-messaging-which-has-the-highest-engagement/#:~:text=Push%20Notification%20%2D%20Open%20Rate%20%25&text=Now%2C%20if%20you%20own%2C%20or,times%20higher%20than%20push%20notifications
https://reckless.agency/insight/email-vs-push-notifications-vs-in-app-messaging-which-has-the-highest-engagement/#:~:text=Push%20Notification%20%2D%20Open%20Rate%20%25&text=Now%2C%20if%20you%20own%2C%20or,times%20higher%20than%20push%20notifications
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IVR Deflection

The universal reach of SMS is a huge advantage for brands that want to ensure they can contact every customer 

who owns a cellphone, regardless of device or operating system. It opens up the chance for brands to deflect 

conversations to a digital channel by providing customers with a link and access to all the rich communication 

services that they provide.

How it works

1 A customer calls your brand looking to speak to an agent.

2 The IVR tree gives the option to deflect the conversation to a digital channel.

3 Customer is sent an SMS with a direct link to a digital conversation.

Why it works

Common queries can be easily automated. By deflecting high volume intents away from phone agents, your 

customer service team’s time isn’t clogged up by calls for which automation is the better option. Customers 

crave convenience, so the ability to answer a regularly recurring query efficiently and without human intervention 

is perfect for any contact center.  

Self-service

Repeated requests on the same subject are no less important than more complex issues, but they don’t need a 

human brain to handle them. With a little automation, a customer can be directed to the answer they need with 

a lower cost-to-serve and a much quicker resolution.

How it works

1 A customer engages with a brand over digital channels. 

2 The bot flow asks a series of targeted questions to determine the nature of the query. 

3  The most common issues are deflected to the relevant FAQ page. The issue is resolved within the automated 

flow with no escalation to an agent needed.

Why it works

Customers can sort themselves out. Our 2021 State of CX report found that 69 percent of consumers would 

happily use a bot if it improved their customer experience. It’s up to brands to make sure the automation  

results in a satisfying solution by identifying the most common intents and ensuring the path to the most  

relevant piece of content is in place through a bespoke FAQ bot. 

Conversations are scalable and convenient. Messaging channels are built for handling high numbers  

of conversations. When the pandemic hit in March 2020, Whirlpool’s inbound customer queries saw an  

increase of 106 percent year-on-year — numbers that would cripple most contact centers without automation.  

Building a bot that can do some of the agent’s job reduces the pressure on agents to answer every query  

while making the process more efficient for the customer. 

https://www.conversocial.com/customer-stories/whirlpool
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Creating Exceptional Continuous Customer Conversation

Facebook and Google’s advertising empires have been great companions for marketing teams in recent years,  

but a shift in consumer behavior requires more effective engagement tools that last beyond the acquisition stage. 

What’s been created feel like ‘superficial buyer personas’ for every Facebook user or Google searcher, which  

presents brands with two main problems:

1  The data won’t be accurate for much longer: Google and Apple are making tracking online activity  

much harder through their devices, which is going to affect the efficacy of the advertising infrastructure. 

2  It’s impersonal mass-marketing: Modern consumers demand engaging and personalized relationships  

from their favorite brands.

Gone are the days of purely one-way inbound marketing strategy. The modern marketing team must embrace  

conversational marketing by enabling one-to-one interactions over digital channels. By having actual conversations  

with customers, brands can increase customer lifetime value and stand out in crowded industries. 

Digital-First Engagement for Marketing

Changing consumer habits has seen brands funnel budgets into social advertising, making it a more crowded  

and expensive space — with a year-on-year rise of 41 percent in cost per thousand clicks. 

It’s a more crowded marketplace, with customers who value convenience and speed above everything else,  

so finding a way to build happy and loyal customer relationships that feel personalized and relevant is everything. 

It needs to go beyond traditional marketing that only focuses on the start of the buyer journey – teams need to 

think beyond CAC and see customer lifetime value (CLV) as the key metric. 

Which brings us to conversational marketing. The name is slightly misleading, because it involves all customer 

facing teams, rather than just the marketing department. 

When it comes to digital-first engagement, brands can create a blend of human and automated interactions  

on the channels their customers use for everyday interactions. Conversational marketing is about engaging across 

the whole customer life cycle with unique experiences at every touch.

In 2022, Brands Must turn their Contact Centers  
Into Customer Experience Centers
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What is Conversational Marketing? 
The antithesis of impersonal, one-way mass marketing. It’s a way of engaging 

customers with two-way conversations that build trust and loyalty by making 

the whole customer experience as personalized and seamless as possible.

Bridging the Engagement Capacity Gap  
with Conversational Marketing

Three automation flows for brands to build.

CTM (click-to-Messenger) Adverts

Within Facebook’s advertising infrastructure there are plenty of formats, depending on the aim of your campaign. The  

one that blends perfectly with private messaging channels is CTM, which is an effective tool on both Facebook and Instagram. 

Websites and mobile apps, even with bespoke landing pages, often have too many steps between engagement and  

purchase, which is why conversion rates hover around two percent with cart abandonment at 70 percent. CTM adverts  

convert at an average of more than nine percent because once a lead clicks, they’re instantly being engaged in Messenger  

or Instagram Messaging. Both of these channels are set up for automated flows to create a seamless shopping experience,  

all within the same conversation, as well as targeted and personalized post-purchase engagement.

How it works

1 Target a customer with a CTM ad. 

2 Use an automated flow to guide the customer through the purchase.

3 Take a payment without leaving the conversation.

4 Keep the customer updated and engaged throughout the delivery process and beyond.

Why it works

CTM ads are cheaper with better ROI. They’ve performed up to three times better than other ad formats on both  
platforms, with Lego’s Christmas campaign.

Higher engagement across the life cycle. If the conversation starts in digital channels, the post-purchase engagement is 

much higher. Compared to email open rates (one – three percent) digital channels are exponentially higher (75 percent)  
and there’s a 20 times gap in click rates too: 2.1 percent versus 43.15 percent. Every future interaction remains in this 

high-engagement channel: appointment reminders, delivery tracking, offers, coupons, etc. — so the customer sees private 

messaging apps as their first point of contact for their favorite brands. The more interactions they have with your brand,  

the better picture you can build of their preferences and provide more personalized continuous conversational experiences.

https://reckless.agency/insight/email-vs-push-notifications-vs-in-app-messaging-which-has-the-highest-engagement/
https://reckless.agency/insight/email-vs-push-notifications-vs-in-app-messaging-which-has-the-highest-engagement/
https://reckless.agency/insight/email-vs-push-notifications-vs-in-app-messaging-which-has-the-highest-engagement/
https://reckless.agency/insight/email-vs-push-notifications-vs-in-app-messaging-which-has-the-highest-engagement/#:~:text=Push%20Notification%20%2D%20Open%20Rate%20%25&text=Now%2C%20if%20you%20own%2C%20or,times%20higher%20than%20push%20notifications
https://www.voicesage.com/white-papers/customer-engagement
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M-Commerce (mobile commerce) 

• 63 percent of all shopping journeys now begin online. 

• 45 percent of all online sales in the US ($488 billion) will be made on a mobile device by 2024.

It’s clear that mobile devices are a huge factor in engaging customers, and we also know that 80 percent of time  
spent on mobiles is spent using private messaging apps, so when considering how to capitalize on the popularity of 

m-commerce, messaging should be your first port of call. 

ABC is perhaps the best example of a native app that’s built to embrace m-commerce. It provides your brand with the  

platform to showcase products across the customer life cycle and keep the entire experience in the same channel, and  

with 1.5 billion active Apple devices worldwide, there’s a ready-made audience.

How it works

1 Use Apple Business Chat’s ‘Pickers’ feature to showcase your products.

2 Offer Augmented Reality (AR) to enhance the digital shopping experience.

3 The transaction is completed securely and in-channel using Apple Pay.

Why it works

Higher conversion rates. Traditionally mobile purchases have suffered from poor conversion — 2.25 percent on average. 

Customers don’t like painstakingly filling in details on sites not designed for small screens. With ABC’s “Pickers,” customers 

effortlessly navigate through product categories for the item they want to buy. It’s a mobile shopping flow designed to  

minimize the chance of cart abandonment.

Upsell potential with in-app features. Augmented reality (AR) offers the ultimate “try before you buy” experience.  

Shopify says conversion rates for products with AR content are 94 percent higher than those without. You can also  

upsell — 40 percent of people are willing to pay more if they can experience a product in their own space, sparking  

impulse buys among 72 percent of shoppers.

Secure and effortless all-in-one payments. 58 percent of smartphone users will make a purchase if it can be done  

quickly, so having as few steps as possible between discovery and purchase is essential for high conversion and subsequent 

retention rates. Apple Wallet is integrated with the ABC app, so the payment process is effortless.

https://sleeknote.com/blog/online-shopping-statistics
https://www.businessinsider.com/mobile-commerce-shopping-trends-stats?r=US&IR=T
https://www.economist.com/business/2021/07/10/will-conversational-commerce-be-the-next-big-thing-in-online-shopping
https://www.economist.com/business/2021/07/10/will-conversational-commerce-be-the-next-big-thing-in-online-shopping
https://www.threekit.com/blog/why-brands-should-use-shopify-augmented-reality#:~:text=According%20to%20Shopify%27s%20data%2C%20the,surroundings%20and%20enhance%20user%20experience.
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20161018005039/en/New-Study-Explores-Impact-Augmented-Reality-Retail
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20161018005039/en/New-Study-Explores-Impact-Augmented-Reality-Retail
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/how-to-beat-consumer-tune-out-with-useful-content/
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Engage as the Journey Begins
Discovery is the key ingredient to a customer’s journey, and it always starts with a search. 3.5 billion of them every day 

on Google to be exact. Google’s Business Messages gives brands the power to reach customers through Google  

search and Maps. With Google removing 3rd party tracking cookies from Chrome in 2023, brands will need to find  

alternative ways to engage customers. Google searches offers a way for brands to adapt and engage customers at a  

point of purchase. 

How it works

1 Consumer enters a high intent search on one of Google’s platforms. 

2 Brands direct the customer towards GBM to begin a digital conversation. 

3 Brand/customer relationship begins in a private messaging channel and remains there for the entire life cycle.

Why it works

Brands can engage customers at the earliest point in their journey. 81 percent of consumers complain that it’s  

difficult to communicate with businesses, furthermore, after a positive communication experience, 7 out of 10 would  
recommend a brand to their friend afterwards. Having a direct line to a favorite brand, with an entry point via  

Google Maps or Search, means customers are able to interact on their own terms at the time they’re most engaged. 

End-to-end digital-first engagement made possible. Whether someone is looking to buy a product, find out operating 

hours or get in touch with a customer service issue, their first step the majority of the time is to “Google it.” By offering 

digital engagement as the first point of contact, brands are able to engage customers at every stage of their life cycle. 

It’s Time to Engage Customers  
with Continuous Conversations

https://www.oberlo.co.uk/blog/google-search-statistics#:~:text=Google%20processes%20over%203.5%20billion,queries%20every%20second%20on%20average.
https://www.agilitypr.com/pr-news/public-relations/consumers-say-businesses-dont-communicate-well-think/#:~:text=According%20to%20a%20new%20study,businesses%20acknowledge%20room%20for%20improvement.
https://www.agilitypr.com/pr-news/public-relations/consumers-say-businesses-dont-communicate-well-think/#:~:text=According%20to%20a%20new%20study,businesses%20acknowledge%20room%20for%20improvement.
https://www.agilitypr.com/pr-news/public-relations/consumers-say-businesses-dont-communicate-well-think/#:~:text=According%20to%20a%20new%20study,businesses%20acknowledge%20room%20for%20improvement.
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Conclusion: 
Delivering Boundless 
Digital-First  
Customer Experiences
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The future of customer engagement is digital-first, centered around asynchronous private messaging channels. But to 

achieve scalable success as a brand your digital transformation initiatives must be organized around three priorities.

Digital Channel Orchestration

Your customers want to reach out on the channels of their choice. For brands to achieve this, they must make digital  

channels part of their customer engagement strategy. But this goes further, the objective is to deliver a seamless  

experience regardless of channel choice. This means brands must empower their workforce to work seamlessly across  

all channels by equipping agents with automation and guidance — creating an omnichannel engagement channel  

strategy. The result? Continuous customer conversations on digital-first channels.

Event-Driven Orchestration 

Your customers don’t care what “stage of the journey” they are on; they crave immersive experiences based on their  

interests. Brands must not only factor this level of personalization into their customer engagement strategies, but also 

provide consistent conversations based on customer knowledge. For brands to succeed in 2022, they need to proactively 

engage their customer base, using internal customer knowledge to enable event-driven engagement. The result?  

Customers are engaged proactively, leading to stronger brand relationships.

Orchestration Across the Workforce
Your customers don’t care who they talk to — they just want a connected experience. Increasingly, customers  

expect to be remembered and valued when engaging with brands. They have little time to repeat themselves. It means,  

regardless of channel, each conversation should be based on the same historical knowledge of the relationship. Whether 

connecting via live chat or a private messaging channel, your customer sees it as a single continuous relationship, which 

means you must as well. 

Brands have to prioritize breaking down internal data silos so knowledge flows freely. This does more than just help  

customers get a more personalized experience; it makes agents’ lives a lot easier by providing prior customer conversation 

history. The result? Greater efficiency by giving agents visibility into into prior customer conversations. (It also makes  

for happier agents.).

What underpins orchestration across the enterprise is conversational AI. It enables connected self-service through the  

use of integrated systems and the personalization of bot behavior to drive self-service interactions that resolve issues  

or proactively address customer intents across the life cycle. 
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So What Does the  
Future Hold? 
To put it simply, the future of customer engagement revolves 

around brands leveraging a digital-first strategy. 

While developments in platform functionality — and brands’ 

willingness to embrace the changing world around them — have 

no doubt played a role, the majority of this dynamic change has 

been driven by consumers.

Customers no longer have to wait on hold, their session doesn’t 

end when they close their browser, and they don’t have to  

download your app or even go to your website. They pick  

up their device (which, let’s be real, is already in their hand to 

begin with) and engage with your brand using the same digital 

channels that they use day-in and day-out.

The way we communicate with each other has always been  

one step ahead of how brands communicate with their customers. 

Truly innovative brands are already harnessing digital channels  

to acquire new customers, engage the ones they have,  

and care for the customers who need just a little bit more —  

differentiating themselves in this crowded market.
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